OUTDOOR PATIO
COVER MODERNIZES
MIDCENTURY HOME
Location

Atlanta, GA

Size

20 x 20 ft.

Color

Bronze Columns
White Louvers

Dealer

Creative Outdoor Coverings, LLC
Atlanta, GA
“Our Equinox Louvered Roof
provides everything we
wanted — functionally and
aesthetically — at a price
lower than the other roofs
we considered.”

OUTDOOR PATIO COVER MODERNIZES MIDCENTURY HOME

CHALLENGE

Situated in the heart of Buckhead, a historic Atlanta
neighborhood that contains many of the area’s most
architecturally significant houses, this midcentury modern
home was built in 1958. After outliving its original design,
the home was ripe for updates provided by its creative
owners, a software executive and a marketing VP. After
completing a full interior renovation that increased
visibility and flow to the backyard, they knew it was time to
expand the small concrete patio and enjoy life outdoors.
The owners sought to enhance their home’s clean,
minimalist lines, increase outdoor living capacity, control
the Georgia heat and manage rain.

SOLUTION

After considering numerous roof and patio options, the
owners ultimately anchored their backyard design around
an Equinox Louvered Roof. Unlike a solid structure,
Equinox roofs adjust to provide full sun, filtered shade, or
solid rain protection, allowing them to enjoy their patio in
all seasons and weather conditions. An optional fan and
lighting system increase comfort and use.

DELIVERING FUNCTION AND STYLE
The homeowners are delighted by the result. Not only
does their Equinox roof provide more functionality
at a lower cost than other fixed roof alternatives they
considered, it also exceeds their design expectations. The
integrated gutter system that controls rainwater runoff
is hidden within the roof’s frame, and downspouts are
enclosed inside the supporting columns. The architecttrained husband appreciates this attention to detail saying,
“Our Equinox roof is equally striking from every viewing
angle.”
They are also impressed by the roof’s quality. Made from
extruded aluminum, Equinox roofs are substantially
more durable than traditional patio covers, and
precisely-engineered components perform consistently
in both heat and rain. Owning the only adjustable
louvered roof system tested and accepted by MiamiDade County hurricane protocols makes them feel
confident that their roof will resist high winds and storms
for years to come.
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MODERNISM WINS OUT

By rejecting more traditional styles to embrace what was
new, the home’s original owners were clearly thinking
toward the future. Now, an innovative, eco-conscious
Equinox Louvered Roof continues that heritage. Remotecontrolled louvers within the roof’s two bays can be
independently adjusted to deliver ultimate sun and
shade control for each seating area. A solar-powered
battery minimizes environmental impact and ongoing
expense. The roof system is also 100 percent recyclable
at the end of its usable life, ready to be transformed into
what’s to come.
This customized Equinox Louvered Roof system is
the perfect solution for this midcentury home made
contemporary once again.
To learn more, visit http://equinoxroof.com/homeowners

ABOUT EQUINOX LOUVERED ROOF
Equinox Louvered Roof is the premier supplier of overhead shade
structures for luxury residential and commercial applications.
Committed to providing the best in design, form and function,
Equinox is the leading supplier of elite patio cover systems.
Specified by those who demand superior quality, Equinox roof
systems have been installed worldwide.
For more information, visit www.equinoxroof.com.

ABOUT OMNIMAX
OmniMax International, Inc. is an international building products company
manufacturing aluminum, steel, vinyl and copper products. Core products
include specialty coated coils, metal wall and roof systems, metal and vinyl rain
carrying systems, soffit and fascia systems, roofing accessories, aluminum and
vinyl windows and doors, patio products, aluminum recreational vehicle doors,
windows and sidewalls and aluminum bath and shower enclosures. Products are
then represented in the market by multiple brands such as Amerimax and
Fabral.
OmniMax has grown both organically and through a number of strategic
acquisitions to become one of the largest suppliers of specialty coated
aluminum coil, building materials and RV sidewalls in the US and Western
Europe.
For more information, visit www.omnimax.com.
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